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 To gain an audience Ryuk asks the Demon King's name, earning his approval. Ryuk is then given one night to tell a good tale.
Ryuk agrees, promising to use his wisdom and cunning to tell a good story, but his plans go awry. Ryuk manages to trick The

Demon King into releasing Rei from his seal. Ryuk tells a story of a young man named Ryuk who, as a child, refused to eat the
body of his dead sister. Instead of being allowed to keep her, he was sent to the Shinigami Realm by his parents. There, he was
placed into a spotless, sealed room with no windows, facing a wall that never changed. He spent years in the dark, eventually
escaping with a friend and moving to the human realm. Ryuk's friend is killed and Ryuk makes a deal with an old friend and
rival demon named "The Demon King" to live in the human realm. The Demon King agrees and, in the end, the two friends
burn the bodies of their enemies and Ryuk is returned to the Shinigami Realm, where he says he is not surprised to find a

demon. He goes to the Black Behemoth where there is a black feather and shows it to The Demon King, who tells him that he
must be the one. Ryuk then sees The Demon King's seal and proceeds to tell a tale to earn his freedom. The Demon King tells
Ryuk that he is dreaming and that he must finish the story first. After some persuasion, Ryuk agrees, and is told to write his

stories on a scroll of blank paper. Ryuk begins with a letter and says that he has been to the Shinigami Realm and is currently
living in the human realm. He tells that many years ago, he and his friend left home and became professional thieves. The two
of them stole things that only people of importance could afford, things that other people would give their lives to have. Their

money allowed them to live in the human realm, but as time went on Ryuk became sick of the place and asked his friend to take
him home. The friend was killed by a samurai, and Ryuk found out that his sister was still alive. He wanted to see her, but was
told that she was too young. As Ryuk grew older, his parents died and he realized that his home was now filled with darkness.

Ryuk tells that he made a deal with a friend, a demon named 82157476af
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